Kassandra,

Placement of waste rock into the SCRP commenced last month. Monitoring of drill hole cuttings and classification of rock is occurring as described in the WRMP. In addition to those items listed in our request to extend the submission date, any additional monitoring as described in the RfD to be assessed by DDMI would not be currently applicable during freezing conditions, ie seepage monitoring.

Regards
David

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 21, 2017, at 14:48, Kassandra DeFrancis <kdefrancis@wlwb.ca> wrote:

Good Afternoon Dave

Board staff have received DDMI’s request to extend the submission date of Version 8 of the Waste Rock Management Plan. Can DDMI confirm when DDMI began placing rock in the south WRSA or, if it hasn’t started yet, the expected start date? In consideration of the outstanding requirements included in the Reasons for Decision (for example those related to waste rock management, monitoring, etc.), please provide a rationale for why a delay in the submission is acceptable. Cc’ing Colleen in case you are already gone for the day.

Thanks Dave
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